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Abstract
WikiJournal of Science is an open access, peer reviewed journal, free of publication charges for its authors. It has
Wikipedia-integration as a key feature and aims to encourage and recognise contributions to Wikipedia by academics. It is a sister journal to the established WikiJournal of Medicine, and covers science, technology, engineering and
mathematics. This editorial will discuss the current aims and future scope of the journal, as well as the WikiJournal
format in general.

The Wikipedia-academia divide
Wikipedia plays an increasingly important role in scientific research and teaching, by providing a universally
accessible compilation of well-known ideas and information. As a result, a typical Wikipedia article on a scientific subject has about as many viewers every day as
a typical scientific article has readers over its lifetime.[1]
However, relatively few academics write in Wikipedia,
and the coverage of many topics could greatly benefit
from more attention by specialists.[2][3][4] Indeed most
articles are 1-2 paragraph stubs.[5]
Researchers currently have little incentive to contribute
to Wikipedia, largely because such contributions do not
count as academic publications, the main drivers of academics' careers.[6] Further, Wikipedia is not an ideal
source to cite in scholarly publications, since it is an
evolving, tertiary source written by large numbers of
mostly pseudonymous or anonymous authors.[7] A main
aim of the WikiJournals is to address this issue, by allowing academics to write Wikipedia articles that also count as bona fide
scholarly publications. This
builds on experimentation in
dual-publishing academic articles into Wikipedia by several
journals, such as PLOS Computational biology,[8]Gene,[9] RNA
Biology,[10] and Open Medi-

cine.[11] Conversely, expert-written online encyclopedias such as Scholarpedia[12] and Citizendium[13] have remained entirely separate from Wikipedia, and this has
severely limited their reach and scope.

WikiJournals
A primary feature of WikiJournals is their focus on dualpublication of review articles in the journal and in Wikipedia. In particular, WikiJournals publish a stable, citeable version of record as well as seeing a copy in Wikipedia that serves as a highly visible, living version
(Figure 1).[1] WikiJournals are formatted and published
using the same MediaWiki software as Wikipedia. This
enables suitable material to be integrated from WikiJournal articles into Wikipedia, including Lysine and
ShK toxin.[14][15] Similarly, Wikipedia articles can be submitted to WikiJournals for peer review, for example Radiocarbon dating and Spaces in mathematics.[16][17] In
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Figure 1 | Outline of publication process for Wiki.J.Sci. Articles may be written from
scratch or adapted from existing Wikipedia material. Submission via the preprint server is
recommended. External, academic peer review is organised by the journal editors. If published, suitable material is integrated back into Wikipedia to improve the encyclopedia.
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both cases, these broad, review-style articles need to
conform to both scholarly best practices and Wikipedia's rules. WikiJournals can also publish original research articles that are not destined to be integrated
into Wikipedia, such as A card game for Bell's theorem
and its loopholes but can nevertheless benefit from the
collaborative editing that MediaWiki enables.[18]
As academic journals, WikiJournals strive to follow recognised best practices in scholarly publishing, especially features advocated by the open access movement.[19][20][21] In particular, we want to encourage open
and collaborative reviews,[22] the use of preprints,[23][24]
and reviews based on scientific merit, rather than perceived novelty or importance.[25] In order to achieve
this,
1. Articles are openly accessible and reusable, free of
charge to authors and readers alike, under permissive
Creative Commons licenses (libre open access).
2. Peer reviewers' comments are publicly accessible, and
comments from the public are welcome.
3. The WikiJournals are independent, not-for-profit journals, supported by the Wikimedia Foundation and volunteer editorial teams.

The format was pioneered by WikiJournal of Medicine,[26] which itself took inspiration from earlier experiences in Wikipedia-integrated publishing on medical
and biomedicine topics.[1][11] The model is now being extended by WikiJournal of Science to cover STEM topics
more broadly.

WikiJournal of Science: a broad
scope Wikipedia-integrated journal
Wiki.J.Sci. aims to achieve a broad scope across the
STEM fields, and to become the main journal of its kind
in these fields, including biology, physics, chemistry,
technology, engineering, and mathematics. In addition
to publishing on topics that were previously absent or
underdeveloped in Wikipedia, it also allows the less
common format of Wikipedia-first publication, treating
Wikipedia as a preprint server.
In addition to review articles, Wiki.J.Sci. also publishes
other formats that are not able to be integrated directly
into Wikipedia, but still benefit from the libre open access model. Running the journal on Wikimedia software
is well suited to collaborative, transparent, versioned,
open writing. It also enables the journal to run on a very
low budget, allowing articles to be processed without
asking authors to pay fees. This contrasts with the
"predatory journal" model that has proliferated to take
advantage of the open-access movement.[27]
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Development and future of the
format
The unique features of the WikiJournal format have
prompted us to codify them in a statement of publication ethics.[28] This statement lays out principles for
handling Wikipedia-integrated content, in addition to
standard publication ethics. The editorial board encompasses a combination of academic research and publishing experience, as well as knowledge of Wikipedia's
workings. We are therefore well-positioned to help set
best practices for future Wikipedia-integrated academic publishing. We will be happy to support other
publishing groups in introducing their own Wikipediaintegrated article formats.
The versatility of the format also gives wide scope for
development of new features. Depending on author demand, we may implement interactive figures,[29] live
data,[30]repeated versioned reviews,[31] or the option of
double-blind peer review.[32] Indeed, Wiki.J.Med. has already experimented with interactive figures to a limited
extent.[33] We also intend to implement greater integration with the structured knowledge database WikiData.
As demand increases, one major decision will be
whether to split off specialised journals, or stay a large,
unified journal with specialised sub-journals. As part of
the journal's MediaWiki heritage, these decisions will be
made in open discussions with the editor, author, reviewer, and reader communities.
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